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Abstract Great earthquakesanticipated on the Cascadia subduction fault can potentially rupture beyond
the geodetically and thermally inferred locked zone to the depthsof episodic tremor and slip (ETS) or to the
even deeper fore-arc mantle corner (FMC). To evaluate these extreme rupture limits, wemap the FMCfrom
southern Vancouver Island to central Oregon by combining published seismic velocity structureswith a
model of the Juan de Fuca plate. These data indicate that the FMCissomewhat shallower beneath Vancou-
ver Island (36–38 km) and Oregon (35–40 km) and deeper beneath Washington (41–43 km). The updip
edge of tremor follows the same general pattern, overlying a slightly shallower Juan de Fuca plate beneath
Vancouver Island and Oregon (�30 km) and a deeper plate beneath Washington (�35 km). Similar to the
Nankai subduction zone, the best constrained FMCdepthscorrelate with the center of the tremor band sug-
gesting that ETSis controlled by conditionsnear the FMCrather than directly by temperature or pressure.
Unlike Nankai, a gap aswide as70 km exists between the downdip limit of the inferred locked zone and
the FMC. Thisgap also encompassesa�50 km wide gap between the inferred locked zonesand the updip
limit of tremor. The separation of these featuresoffersa natural laboratory for determining the key controls
on downdip rupture limits.

1. Introduction
No great earthquakes (M81 ) have been instrumentally recorded on the Cascadia subduction zone, thus
assessment of its seismic hazard requiresevaluation and synthesis of indirect evidence.Rupturemodels typ-
ically estimate the spatial extent of the locked portion of the subduction fault where elastic strain which has
accumulated since the last great earthquake �1700AD isexpected to be released in future damaging earth-
quakes. The potential for great earthquakes to dynamically rupture downdip from the inferred locked zone
to where episodic tremor and slip (ETS) behavior is observed complicatesefforts to characterize the seismic
hazard. Nonetheless, the downdip limit of great earthquake rupture is key to accurate ground motion
assessments, in part because the further downdip the subduction fault ruptures, the closer it approaches
major urban centers such asVancouver, British Columbia, Seattle,Washington, and Portland,Oregon.

For Cascadia, current seismic hazard assessments rest on integration of threemain geological and geophysi-
cal data sets: (1) the distribution of paleo-seismic coastal subsidence, (2) the width of the geodetically
inferred locked zone, and (3) the seismic-aseismic temperature threshold for felsic rocksalong the subduc-
tion fault. Paleo-seismologic, geodetic, and thermal modelsprovide a generally consistent downdip limit for
significant rupture (herein defined as1–2m; 10%of maximum expected 10–20m slip during great earth-
quakes) where the subducting Juan de Fuca plate reachesa depth of approximately 20–25 km [e.g.,
Hyndman, 2004, 2013] (Figure 1). For subduction systemswith instrumental earthquake records, such as
Sumatra, Chile and Japan, however, we find that significant seismic energy can be released both downdip
[e.g., Briggset al., 2006;McCaffrey, 2009] and updip [e.g., Simonset al., 2011] from the geodetically inferred
locked zone during great earthquakes.

With the discovery of ETSalong the subduction fault at depthsof 35–45 km [e.g., Rogersand Dragert, 2003;
Obara et al., 2004], where geodetic and thermal modelshad predicted continuousaseismic slip, our defini-
tion of the transition zone between episodic earthquake rupture and continuousaseismic slip hasbroad-
ened to include this region where discrete slow slip events (SSE) and tremor attributed to shear slip have
been observed [e.g., Ideet al., 2007;Wech and Creager, 2008;Obara, 2009; La Rocca et al., 2009, 2010]. These
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phenomena prompt us to revisit our assessment of the downdip limit of earthquake rupture, in particular,
whether it extends to the updip edge of ETS. In addition, laboratory experiments indicate that serpentine
and talc mineralsassociated with hydrated fore-arc mantle favor aseismic slip [e.g.,Mooreet al., 1997; Pea-
cock and Hyndman, 1999], suggesting that the fore-arc mantle corner (FMC), where the upper plate of the
subduction interface shifts from fore-arc crust to fore-arc mantle,may mark the extreme limit to rupture.
Either of these potential constraints imply that coseismic rupture continuesdeeper than the otherwise
defined limit.

The closest analog, the Nankai subduction zone beneath southwestern Japan, provides little insight into the
relative importance of geodetic, thermal, ETSor FMCconstraintsasboth tremor and the FMCoccurs in close
proximity to its geodetically and thermally inferred locking depths (Table 1). Conversely in Cascadia, geo-
detic and thermal constraintsare widely separated from the ETSand FMCconstraintsunder consideration.
Thus, Cascadia potentially offers a natural laboratory to evaluate their relative significance.

In the following section, we briefly describe the threemain data setsused to define rupture limits in Casca-
dia and their limitations.We then describe the two additional data sets to be evaluated in this contribution.
In later sections, we briefly describe the seismic velocity data used to locate the fore-arc mantle corner and
their limitations, followed by discussion of themethodology we employ to map the tremor and FMCand
their uncertainties.

2. Models for the Landward Limit of Rupture in Great Cascadia Earthquakes
Current estimatesof the downdip extent of significant rupture are based on simplified modelsof earth-
quake behavior. Paleo-seismic data are used to document the chronology and magnitude of past great
earthquakes.Geodetic data are used to constrain the fault area expected to rupture in future great earth-
quakes. Thermal and rheologic data are used to predict its seismic or aseismic mode of slip.

2.1. Constraints Based on Paleoseismology
Abrupt Holocene land-level changesassociated with Cascadia subduction earthquakesallow researchers to
document the along-strike extent of prior earthquakesaswell as their frequency of occurrence [e.g., Atwater
et al., 1995; Leonard et al., 2004, 2010;Hawkeset al., 2011]. Holocene liquefaction and related featurespre-
served in coastal marshes, lakes, and stream banksdocument the spatial distribution of strong ground shak-
ing [e.g., Obermeier, 1995; Kelsey et al., 2005] which in turn allow estimatesof wheremaximum fault slip
occurred. Despite the painstaking construction of these chronologies, the geologic record for subduction
earthquakes is likely incomplete. Land-level observationsare limited to coastal zones, (including the east-
west trending Strait of Juan de Fuca), where significant subsidence ismarked by an abrupt change from ter-
restrial to estuarine habitat (often with an intervening tsunami-driven sand layer). Coastal marshesand lakes
that record land-level changesare not evenly distributed along the Cascadia subduction margin. Further-
more, Holocene land-level changes integrate coseismic and postseismic movement. If significant postseis-
mic slip (i.e., after-slip and visco-elastic relaxation) occursdowndip from coseismic rupture, the cumulative
signal would indicate that rupture extended further landward than in fact occurred.

2.2. Constraints Based on the Interseismic Locked Zone
Coseismic rupture is expected to occur where the fault is locked and accumulating elastic strain (often
expressed asa slip deficit) during the interseismic period. Recent great earthquakesoff Sumatra and Chile
support this premise: preshock estimatesof the interseismic locked zone generally correspond with the
coseismic rupture areas [e.g., Delouiset al., 2010; Shearer and B€urgmann, 2010; Lovelessand Meade, 2011]
albeit with significant heterogeneity in slip amount [e.g.,Moreno et al., 2011]. Similar elastic dislocation
modelsare used to map the degree and spatial extent of interseismic locking on the Cascadia subduction
fault, and to estimate the accumulated slip deficit [e.g., Hyndman andWang, 1995;McCaffrey et al., 2013].
Velocitiesbetween individual SSE, however, are faster than the longterm, averaged velocities [Holtkamp
and Brudzinski, 2010] resulting perhaps in a fluctuating locking pattern, and raising the question of which
velocity field should be used to determine the downdip extent of locking when the role of ETSisbeing
evaluated.

The lack of geodetic observationson the seafloor above the offshore portion of the Cascadia subduction
fault reduces the resolution of dislocation models. For example, the largest slip during the 2011Mw9.0
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Tohoku earthquake—asdetermined by integrated onshore and offshore observations—occurred where
land-based geodetic modelshad previously inferred little to no offshore locking [Simonset al., 2011]. Since
Cascadia lacks instrumentally recorded subduction earthquakes to verify whether the interseismic locked
zone and accumulated slip deficit correspond to the coseismic rupture area and slip amount, we consider
subduction systemswhereGPSmeasurementsof deformation immediately following major subduction
earthquakesallow us to make these comparisons in Section 5.

2.3. Constraints Based on Thermal Models
The abundance of quartz and feldspar appears to be a primary control determining downdip extent of seis-
mic slip in felsic (continental) crust [e.g., Scholz, 1990; Blanpied et al., 1991, 1995]. Laboratory experiments
document felsic rocks shifting from brittle to ductile deformation modeswith increasing temperature [e.g.,
Blanpied et al., 1991, 1995], implying that a fault zone containing felsic mineralswill similarly shift from seis-
mic to aseismic behavior with increasing temperature. Seismic slip is expected until �350�C. As the temper-
ature increases from 350�Cto 450�C, seismic slip propagating downdip is inferred to diminish while
aseismic slip begins to predominate [e.g., Hyndman et al., 1997]. Above �450�C, the fault is expected to slip
aseismically [e.g., Hyndman andWang, 1993].

In subduction settings, these temperature constraintsare only relevant updip from the fore-arc Mohorovičić
discontinuity (Moho) where the upper plate is composed of felsic material and the lower plate is composed
of oceanic basalt. Further downdip, where eclogitized oceanic crust is in contact with an upper plate com-
posed of either gabbroic lower fore-arc crust or peridotite fore-arc mantle, little felsic material is present.
Because Eocene oceanic terranesmake up a large portion of the Cascadia fore arc, the thermal properties
of abundant mafic minerals such aspyroxene become important. Recent laboratory experimentsdocument
pyroxene gouge asmaintaining brittle, stick-slip behavior up to �550�C[Heet al., 2013], implying awider,

Table 1. Comparison of Subduction Zone Characteristics

Subduction Zone
Oceanic Plate Age
at Trench (Ma)

Plate Convergence
Rate (mm/yr)

Locked Zone
Downdip Depth (km)

Fore-Arc Moho
Depth (km)

Depth to Tremor
350/450 (�C) Depth

Range (km)
Tremor

Temperature (�C)

Cascadia/VI (JdF/NAm) < 10a 45a,b 9c 35d,e 13/27d,f 25–45g 575h

Cascadia/WA (JdF/NAm) < 10a 40a,b 10c 38–40d,e 13/27d,f 35–45d,e 525i

Cascadia/OR(JdF/NAm) < 10a 35a,b 10c 33–40d,e 13/27d,f 30–40d,e 450j

Nankai/Shikoku (PhS/Pac) 15–25k 49l 30–40m 25–30k 28/42n 30–35o,p 500p

Nankai/Tokai (PhS/Pac) 15–25k 42l 25–30k 28/42n 40–45o,p 350p

Japan (Pac/Eur) 123q 91r 60–70s,t 32–35u 63/78r

Sumatra (Ind-Aus/Sun)v 60l 45l,x 40w,y 21–25l 40/60w

aWilson [1993].
bMcCrory [2000].
cMcCaffrey et al. [2013].
dThis paper.
eMcCrory et al. [2012].
fFl€uck et al. [1997].
gPeacock et al. [2011].
hPeacock [2009].
iOleskevich et al. [1999].
jPeacock et al. [2002].
kKodaira et al. [2002].
lDessa et al. [2009].
mWallaceet al. [2012].
nSeno [2005].
oObara [2002].
pHiroseet al. [2008].
qNakanishi et al. [1989].
rPeacock [2003].
sSuwa et al. [2006].
tYamamoto et al. [2011].
uDog�an et al. [2006].
vVI denotesVancouver Island; JdFdenotesJuan de Fuca oceanic plate; NAm denotesNorth American continental plate; PhSdenotesPhilippine Sea oceanic plate; Pac denotes

Pacific oceanic plate; Eur denotesEurasian continental plate; Ind-Ausdenotes Indian-Australian oceanic plate; Sun denotesSunda continental plate.
wKlingelhoefer et al. [2010].
x30 mm/yr orthogonal component of convergence.
yseismogenic zone estimate based on thermal model.
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Figure 1. Map showing spatial distribution of tremor, denoted by green symbols (8 March 2010–8 March 2012; obtained from A.
Wech, http://www.pnsn.org/tremor) and depth to the Juan de Fuca slab in km, denoted by gray contour lines from McCrory
et al. [2012]. Quartz brittle-ductile threshold of 350�C denoted by dashed orange lines; and feldspar threshold of 450�C denoted
by dashed red lines with thicker lines from Hyndman and Wang [1995] and thinner lines from Cozzens and Spinelli [2012]. Pre-
dicted slab temperatures of 550�C denoted by purple dots from Bostock et al. [2002], Peacock et al. [2002], and Peacock [2009].
Geodetically inferred 10% and 50% locking contours, denoted by dashed blue lines, modified from McCaffrey et al. [2013]. Gap
discussed in text is located between 450�C contour of Hyndman and Wang [1995] or 10% locking depth and the updip edge
of tremor.
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thermally defined locked zone than published modelspredict. A 550�Cthermal threshold for Cascadia
would shift the thermally defined zone closer to the updip limit of tremor (Figure 1). Heet al. [2013] pro-
posed that tremor associated with mafic lower crustal rocks reflects unstable frictional behavior of gabbroic
rockswhich contain only trace amounts of quartz.

Thermal modelsprovide an important, widely applied constraint on the downdip extent of seismogenic
rupture, however, considerable uncertainty remainsas to where these brittle-to-ductile mineral transitions
occur along the Cascadia subduction zone. For example, thermal models that include the effect of hydro-
thermal cooling on the incoming Juan de Fuca plate shift the relevant isothermsasmuch as10–15 km
deeper Cozzensand Spinelli [2012] when compared to models that do not consider thisparameter. Thermal
models that include the effects of sedimentary prism thickening and fluid expulsion [Hyndman, 2013] cur-
rently provide a better fit to available heat flow data, thus, we use the Hyndman andWang [1995] isotherms
in our discussion below with the caveat that many key elements remain unresolved.

2.4. Constraints Based on Episodic Tremor and Slip
The updip or seaward edge of SSEhasbeen proposed asamaximum bound for Cascadia earthquake rup-
ture [e.g., Petersen et al., 2008;Chapman and Melbourne, 2009] based on the premise that strain within the
ETSzone isprimarily released aseismically by a combination of slow slip and other as yet undetected aseis-
mic slip processes. Tremor servesasa reasonable proxy for SSEwhich aremore difficult to detect and map.
Tremor also indicates the presence of materials that can sustain brittle failure deep in the transition zone.
Thuswe focuson tremor in the discussion below.

ETSwithin Cascadia is commonly attributed to the presence of confined geo-fluidsderived from relatively
shallow dehydration of the Juan de Fuca slab [e.g., Aberset al., 2009; Boyarko and Brudzinski, 2010].We
assume that nonvolcanic tremor (NVT, sometimes termed tectonic tremor) and SSEare directly related since
the two are closely correlated temporally and spatially [Bartlow et al., 2011], albeit NVTmay not extend as
far updip asSSE[Schmidt and Gao, 2010].

Temporally and spatially correlated NVTand SSE—downdip from the locked zone—have only been
detected in the Nankai and Cascadia subduction systems to date [e.g., Schwartz and Rokosky, 2007]. Both
subduction systemsare characterized by relatively slow convergence of young,warm slabs (Philippine Sea
plate is15–25Maat the trench,Nankai convergence rate 20–40mm/yr; Juan de Fuca plate is<9 Maat the
trench,Cascadia convergence rate 25–45mm/yr; Table 1). SSEhave been detected downdip from the
locked zone in other warm subduction systemscharacterized by relatively slow subduction [Schwartz and
Rokosky, 2007], including theMiddle America subduction zone beneath southern Mexico (Cocosplate is10
Maat the trench; convergence rate 50mm/yr) and the Central American subduction zone beneath Costa
Rica (Nazca plate is16 Maat the trench; convergence rate 70mm/yr) [McCaffrey, 1997; Verma, 2002; Kosto-
glodov et al., 2010; Boyarko and Brudzinski, 2010]. NVThasbeen detected in some of these subduction sys-
tems, but hasnot been directly correlated with SSEeither spatially or temporally [e.g., Kostoglodov et al.,
2010].

SSEhave also been detected in a few cool subduction systemssuch as the Hikurangi subduction zone
beneath northern New Zealand (Pacific plate is100Ma at the trench; convergence rate 40mm/yr) and the
Aleutian subduction zone beneath southeast Alaska (Pacific plate is 55 Maat the trench; convergence rate
70mm/yr) [e.g.,McCaffrey, 1997; Schwartz and Rokosky, 2007]. Although NVThasnot been detected in these
subduction systems, instrumentation of most subduction zones iscurrently insufficient to presume that
NVT is restricted to warm subduction systems. The exception is the cool Japan subduction system beneath
northeastern Japan (Pacific plate is123Maat the trench; convergence rate 91 mm/yr) [e.g., Nakanishi et al.,
1989; Peacock, 2003] where—despite excellent instrumentation—neither SSEnor NVThave been detected.

2.5. Constraints Based on the Fore-ArcMantle Corner
The FMCmay mark the downdip limit of coseismic rupture in subduction systemswhere hydration of the
fore-arc mantle wedge promotesaseismic slip along the subduction fault [e.g., Peacock and Hyndman, 1999;
Bostock et al., 2002]. Alteration products associated with mantle hydration such asserpentinite, brucite, and
talc exhibit stable sliding behavior at plate velocities [e.g., Mooreet al., 1997;Mooreand Lockner, 2007,
2008], thus tend to impede seismogenic rupture into regionswhere hydrated fore-arc mantle composes
the upper plate of the subduction interface [Bostock et al., 2002].
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The hydration state of a fore-arc mantle wedge can be estimated from heat flow data since serpentinization
isassociated with cooler than expected temperatures [e.g., Peacock et al., 2011]. Hydration state can also be
inferred from seismic velocity studies that indicate lower than expected compressional (Vp) and shear wave
velocities (Vs) for unaltered lithospheric mantle [e.g., Christensen, 1966, 1996, 2004; Peacock et al., 2011;
Yamamoto et al., 2011; Ramachandran and Hyndman, 2012] aswell ashigher than expected seismic attenu-
ation (1/Q), Poisson’s ratiosand Vp/Vsvalues. Since hydrated fore-arc mantle and noneclogitized oceanic
crust have similar velocities, calculation of Poisson’s ratio is key to distinguishing them because oceanic
crust will have amuch lower Poisson’s ratio.Moreover, this ratio valuesallow calculation of the relative vol-
ume of serpentine within fore-arc mantle.

3. Data Used to Locate the Fore-Arc Mantle Corner
We constrain the location of the FMCusing published seismic structure data derived from: (1) wide-angle
active source experiments (mostly 2-DVp profiles), (2) seismic tomography inversions (2-D slices through 3-
D Vp models) of active source data, and (3) receiver function transects (providing 2-D dVs/Vsprofiles) from
temporary passive arrays recording distant earthquakes. Few seismic structure profileshave long enough
baselines to reach the FMC. In particular, we have no profiles that reach theMoho in the southern portion
of the Cascadia subduction zone (Figure 2).Where available, we synthesize deep seismic velocity data to
map the depth of the fore-arc Moho with respect to theMcCrory et al. [2012] Juan de Fuca plate model.

3.1. Determination of Moho Depth From Wide-Angle, Active Source Experiments
TheCascadia fore arcMoho is typically delineated asa sharp increase in Vp, from �6.8 km/s in the lower
crust to �7.8 km/s in the upper mantle. This relatively low velocity (cold unaltered mantle typically hasa
velocity of �8.2 km/s) [e.g., Christensen and Mooney, 1995] impedes identification of theMoho in Oregon
and Washington where fore-arc basement consists of the Siletz and Crescent oceanic terraneswith rela-
tively fast lower crustal velocities.

We constrain the FMCbeneath southern Vancouver Island using two wide-angle refraction/reflection stud-
ies. The first set of Moho depths isderived from Nedimović et al. [2003] who merged several reflection lines
from onshore and offshore surveysconducted in 1984 (Lithoprobe), 1985 (Frontier Geoscience), 1989
(Ocean Drilling Project, ODP), and 1998 (Seismic Hazards in Puget Sound, SHIPS) to construct a 160 km long
NE-trending transect and a220 km long SE-trending transect (Figure 2). Nedimović et al. extracted compres-
sional wave velocities for these profiles from a3-D tomographic model [Ramachandran, 2001], constructed
by simultaneously inverting Vp first arrivals from the 1998 SHIPSexperiment and regional earthquakes.
They tentatively identified a horizontal Moho �34 km deep on the northern line and �44 km deep on the
southern line (Table 2), based on wide-angle reflections from theMoho near the FMC. The landward extent
of a band of prominent reflectors, termed the ‘‘Ereflection band’’ or ‘‘Eseismic layer,’’ endsabruptly where
the fore-arc mantle wedge intersects the subduction fault.

The second set of Moho depths is derived from Graindorgeet al. [2003] who combined wide-angle and
vertical incidence seismic velocity data from the 1998 SHIPSexperiment with gravity modeling and
regional seismicity to construct two NE-trending profiles, a 160 km long structural model across southern
Vancouver Island and a 120 km long model across the Strait of Juan de Fuca and southernmost Vancouver
Island (Figure 2). By including an ultramafic layer interpreted asCrescent mantle, Graindorge et al. depict
a thicker Crescent terrane beneath Vancouver Island than many workers.We prefer their interpretation,
and in turn, a somewhat deeper Moho because of the similarity in seismic signature between the Oregon
reflective zone (discussed below) and the Eseismic layer. Their Moho depthsof �35 km for the northern
transect and �44 km for the southern one (Table 2) are consistent with the Nedimović et al. [2003] depths.
The deeper Moho on the southern transectsof both Nedimović et al. and Graindorge et al., however, is
not well resolved.

We constrain the FMCbeneath Washington using two wide-angle refraction/reflection studies. The first set
of Moho depths is derived from Miller et al. [1997] who constructed a north-south, 280 km long profile from
a 1991 (Western Cascades) wide-angle refraction/reflection experiment through the Puget Sound region
(Figure 2). Although the transect wassituated east of the FMC,Miller et al. [1997] imaged theMoho just east
of the FMCat �42 km depth at the northern end of their profile. Their velocity model (derived from
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tomographic inversion of seismic refraction and earthquake travel times) depictsa 2–8 km thick Moho layer
(Vp 7.3–7.4 km/s) above the fore-arc mantle (Vp 7.6–7.8 km/s) rather than asa sharp Vp discontinuity (Table
2).Miller et al. [1997] interpreted theMoho layer to represent interlayered mafic and ultramafic rocks.

Figure 2. Map showing seismic velocity profilesused to define location of FMC.Numbers refer to references listed in Table 2. Blue lines
denote Vp profilesderived from active source experiments; brown linesdenote Vp profilesderived from 3-D tomographic models; green
linesdenote dVs/Vsprofiles derived from teleseismic arrays. Note, both Vp and dVs/Vsdata are available for the Calvert et al. [2011] profile
(labeled 42).
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The second set of Moho depths isderived from Parsonset al. [1999, 2005] who constructed an east-west,
510 km long onshore-offshore profile from a 1995–1996 wide-angle refraction/reflection experiment (SW
Washington) south of Puget Sound (Figure 2). Their velocity model wasconstructed from 3-D tomographic
inversion of the 1991, 1995, and 1996 transectsaswell as the 1998 SHIPSsurvey and regional earthquakes.
Similar to Miller et al. [1997], Parsonset al. imaged a 5 km thick Moho layer (Table 2) with a relatively slow
velocity (Vp 7.5–7.7 km/s). Parsonset al. [1999, 2005] placed theMoho at the top of this layer based on its
reflection signature, and depicted it rising trenchward from �35 to 30 km.

Only one wide-angle refraction/reflection study isavailable to constrain the FMCbeneath Oregon. Tr�ehu
et al. [1994] constructed an east-west 275 km long profile acrosscentral Oregon (Figure 2) based on seismic
velocity data collected in 1984 (COCORP), 1989, 1991, and 1993–1994 (IRISPASSCAL) active and passive
source experiments. The fore-arc in central Oregon is composed of thick Siletz oceanic terrane. The base of
the terrane isnot well resolved because it generates relatively high velocities (Vp 6.5–7.2 km/s) at a rela-
tively shallow depth [Tr�ehu et al., 1994]. Tr�ehu et al. [1994] offered a range in Moho depths (Table 2), from
32 km (if theMoho correlates to minimum Siletz thickness) to 38 km (if it correlates to the projected base of
a reflective zone).We tentatively favor the deeper estimate because of the similarity in seismic signature
between the Oregon reflective zone and the Eseismic layer that Nedimović et al. [2003] imaged beneath
Vancouver Island.

3.2. Determination of Moho Depth From 3-D Tomographic Inversions
We also constrain the FMCunder southern Vancouver Island and the Puget Sound region using three tomo-
graphic models constructed from multiple active source experiments. Tomographic models interpolate seis-
mic velocitiesbetween data points to fill a 3-D volume, thus tend to blur seismic structures. For our
purposes, we assume 2–4 km vertical blurring of key features such as the fore-arc Moho and Juan de Fuca
crust.

The first set of Moho depths isderived from Ramachandran et al. [2006] who constructed a regional 3-D Vp
tomographic model from the onshore 1991 (Western Cascades) survey and the 1998 (SHIPS) onshore-
offshore survey, based on inversion of travel times from active source and earthquake data recorded on
temporary arraysand permanent seismographic stations. Ramachandran et al. [2006] modeled the fore-arc
upper mantle with an unusually low velocity (Vp 7.2–7.6 km/s) (Table 2). They depicted theMoho asslightly

Table 2. Seismic Structure ModelsUsed to Constrain Location of Intersection Between Juan de FucaSlab and Cascadia Fore-ArcMoho
Location Innermost Fore Arc Mantle Vp (km/s) Geometry of Intersection Depth of Intersection (km)

2-DWideAngle (ActiveSource) Velocity Models
Nedimović et al. [2003] 26,G VI 7.3 horizontal 34–44
Graindorgeet al. [2003] 16, F VI horizontal 35–44a

Miller et al. [1997] 46, F WA 7.6–7.8b rising 30–35
Parsonset al. [1999, 2005] 28,G WA 7.8c

Tr�ehu et al. [1994] 35,W OR 6.5–7.2 horizontal 38e

3-DTomographic Inversion (ActiveSource) Velocity Models
Ramachandran et al. [2006] 33, F VI1WA 7.2–7.6 falling (35–43 km) 38–44
Preston et al. [2003] 31,W WA 7.5 falling (35 km) 42
Stanley et al. [1999] 44 WA 7.6–7.8 falling (25–34 km) 32–39d

Receiver Function (PassiveSource) ImpedanceModels
Nicholson et al. [2005] 27, F VI rising (37 km) 33
Bostock et al. [2002] 3, F OR horizontal 33
Brocher et al. [2003] 4, F OR horizontal 33
Integrated 3-D (Activeand Passive) Models
Calvert et al. [2011] 42,G WA 7.5 horizontal 466 3f

aMoho depth based on gravity data; Moho may be too deep if mantle wedge ishydrated.
b2–8 km thick transitional lowermost crustal layer hasVp 5 7.3–7.4 km/s.
c5 km thick transitional lowermost crustal layer hasVp5 7.5–7.7 km/s;Moho may rise to a depth of 25 km.
dStanley et al. [1999] interpret seismic layer asultramafic root of Crescent terrane;more likely representsuppermost fore-arcmantle.
eMoho depth at 32 km if it correlateswith minimum depth estimate for Siletz terrane; at 38 km if it correlateswith base of reflective zone; lowermost Siletz terrane hasVp5 6.5–

7.2 km/s.
fMoho depth based on dVs/Vs;Moho at 38 km if based on Vp; lowermost crust of northern Crescent fore arc terrane hasVp 5 6.8–7.2 km/s; lowermost crust of southern Crescent

fore-arc terrane hasVp5 6.4–6.8 km/s; Calvert et al. [2011] interpret low velocity zone asoceanic crust (in vicinity of fore arcMoho) with Vp5 6.2 km/s. Note: Valuesunder ‘‘Depth to
Intersection’’ heading are asdefined in publications; numbersnext to referencescorrespond to reference code in McCrory et al. [2012]; Gdenotesgood constraint, Fdenotes fair;W
denotesweak; VI denotes southern Vancouver Island;WA denotesWashington;ORdenotesOregon.
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deepening westward on a seriesof six 150–200 km long slicesacrosssouthern Vancouver Island and Puget
Sound (Figure 2).

Ramachandran et al. [2006] model the FMCas ranging from 38 to 44 km deep on these slices, deeper than
most other models. To support a deeper Moho,Ramachandran et al. [2006] suggested that Nedimović et al.
[2003]—by placing the top of the Juan de Fuca slab at base of Elayer—placed it �6 km too shallow and
that Nicholson et al. [2005]—by misidentifying the top of the Elayer as the top of the Juan de Fuca slab
(based on teleseismic data discussed below)—placed it �10 km too shallow. Since the seismic velocity sig-
naturesof the Elayer and the Juan de Fuca slab are quite similar (i.e., the Elayer may represent subducted
Paleogene oceanic crust) [McCrory andWilson, 2013], distinguishing these two seismic structures remains
challenging.

Stanley et al. [1999] constructed a tomographic model of western Washington based solely on first-arrivals
of regional earthquakes. They interpreted a deep high velocity structure (Vp 7.6–7.8 km/s) asan ultramafic
wedge representing a remnant of Crescent mantle. The top of the ultramafic wedge intersects the Juan de
Fuca slab at �32 km in an east-west slice across the Straits of Juan de Fuca region, deepening to 35–39 km
in slicesacross the central and southern Puget Sound region. If we reinterpret the structure asa thick Moho
layer (seediscussion above), the FMCwould be at depthsof 32–39 km, similar to the Parsonset al. [1999,
2005] model.We do not incorporate the Stanley et al. [1999] data points into our compilation, however,
because of the ambiguity in what their structure represents. Furthermore, this tomographic model hasgen-
erally been superseded by post-SHIPSmodels that incorporate active source data. Nonetheless, we cannot
rule out the possibility that the high velocity layer beneath Crescent crust may represent residual Crescent
mantlematerial just above where the actual fore-arc Moho is situated, complicating efforts to accurately
identify the fore-arc Moho.

The second set of Moho depths isderived from Preston et al. [2003] who constructed a tomographic model
for the eastern Olympic Peninsula based on local earthquakesand active source data obtained in four sur-
veys (1991Western Cascade; 1995–1996 SWWashington; 1998Wet SHIPSand 1999 Dry SHIPSexperiments)
by simultaneous inversion of travel times for refracted wavesand wide-angle reflected waves. In aNE-
trending, 150 km long slice (Figure 2) through the center of their 3-D tomographic model, they depicted
the fore-arc Moho asdropping from 35 to 42 km as it approaches the Juan de Fucaplate from the east. Pres-
ton et al. [2003] placed theMoho at the 7.5 km/svelocity contour (Table 2), with mantle velocity decreasing
to �7.0 km/snear the FMC.

The third set of Moho depths is derived from Calvert at al. [2011] who constructed a tomographic model of
southernmost Vancouver Island and western Washington based on inversion of local earthquakesand
active source data from the same four surveysasPreston et al. [2003], plus seismic velocity data from a
more recent passive array (CAFE,Cascadia Arrays for Earthscope) deployed in 2006–2008. The Calvert et al.
model provides the most comprehensive analysisof seismic structures to date beneath western Washing-
ton. Their ESE-trending, 200 km long dVs/Vsprofile along the CAFEteleseismic transect acrosssouthwestern
Washington (Figure 2) imagesahorizontal Moho at 466 3 km with a fore-arc mantle Vp of 7.5 km/s (Table
2). Calvert at al. [2011] depicted the base of the Elayer as situated � 8 km above the Juan de FucaMoho,
consistent with the interpretation of Nedimović et al. [2003] beneath Vancouver Island rather than Rama-
chandran et al. [2006].

3.3. Determination of Moho Depth From Teleseismic Receiver Function Arrays
We obtain additional FMCdepth constraints between southern Vancouver Island and central Oregon using
three seismic impedancemodels. Profilesof Vsperturbations (dVs/Vs) from receiver function analyses typi-
cally image theMoho beneath the Cascade Arc asa reversal from relatively slow lower crust to fast upper
mantle [e.g., Bostock et al., 2002]. This velocity contrast weakens trenchward, and the polarity typically
reverseswhere slab depthsare shallower than 40 km [Bostock et al., 2002].

The first set of Moho depths is derived from Nicholson et al. [2005] who constructed a dVs/Vs profile
across Vancouver Island from a 2002–2004 (Polaris) passive experiment based on scattered wave
inversions. The Moho boundary is sharp to east and becomes more subdued as it approaches slab
to the west. Nicholson et al. [2005] placed the FMC at 33 km (Table 2) in their NE-trending, 250 km
long transect (Figure 2), rising from 37 to 38 km further east. The second set of depths, derived
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Figure 3. Mapsshowing location of FMCbased on seismic velocity profiles, tremor, and the Juan de Fuca slab surface. (a) Control points,
denoted by brown stars, and FMC, denoted by dashed brown line, are based on geographic (Option XY-A) constraints in the original
publications. Control points, denoted by magenta stars, and FMC, denoted by dashed magenta line, use horizontal datums for all pro-
files (Option XY-H). (See Figure 1 for explanation of other symbols.) (b) Control points, denoted by brown stars, and FMC, denoted by
dashed brown line, are based on depth (Option Z-A) constraints in the original publications. Control points, denoted by magenta stars,
and FMC, denoted by dashed magenta line, use horizontal datums for all profiles (Option Z-H). (SeeFigure 1 for explanation of other
symbols.)
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from Calvert et al. [2011] dVs/Vs profiles across southernmost Vancouver Island and western Washing-
ton, is discussed above.

The third set of Moho depths is derived from Bostock et al. [2002] who constructed a dVs/Vsprofile beneath
central Oregon from the 1993–1994 (IRISPASSCAL) teleseismic experiment, based on forward and backward
scattered P- to S-wave conversions. Bostock et al. placed a horizontal fore-arc Moho at a depth of �34 km

Figure 3. Continued
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Figure 4. (a) Map showing location of FMCbased on seismic velocity profiles, tremor, and the Juan de Fuca slab surface. Slab depth contours in 20 km increments colored to be consist-
ent with Figures 5a and 6a. Best-fit FMCcontour, denoted by blue dashed line, green starsdenote locationsbased on geographic constraints (Option XY); blue starsdenote locations
based on depth constraints (Option Z); smaller starsdenote weak constraints (seeTable 2); bigger stars denote fair or good constraints. Heavy black line denotes location of profile
shown in Figure 4b. Note that the updip limit of tremor roughly correlateswith location of green (XY) control points. (See Figure 1 for explanation of other symbols.) (b) Generalized pro-
file showing location of thermally inferred locked zones from Hyndman and Rogers [2010], tremor band (note, tremor depthsnot constrained), and fore-arc Moho. (See Figure 4a for pro-
file location.) Juan de Fuca slab crust denoted by thick gray line; tremor denoted by green diamonds; ANSShypocenters from McCrory et al. [2012] denoted by black dots. Inverted
brown trianglemarks trench axis; inverted blue triangle markscoastline; red trianglemarksCascade volcanic arc. (c) Map showing tremor density over a two year period intended to cap-
ture all segments of ETSalong the subduction margin given their �11.5–21.5 month recurrence intervals [Holtkamp and Brudzinski, 2010]. (See Figure S5 for distribution of seismograph
stations recording tremor.) Best-fit FMCcontour denoted by black dashed line.
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(Table 2) on their east-west 300 km long profile acrosscentral Oregon (Figure 2). Their depth estimate is
within the 32–38 km range indicated by Tr�ehu et al. [1994].

4. Locating the Fore-Arc Mantle Corner and the Updip Extent of Tremor
Seismic structure modelsare inherently nonunique as they require trade-offs between the velocity and
thicknessof seismic layersencountered within the subduction margin. Faster assigned velocities result in
apparently deeper structuresand vice versa. In addition, the difficulties in delineating the location of the
FMCowing to the lack of sharp contrasts in Vp, Vs, and dVs/Vsdata are illustrated by the range of Moho
geometriesdepicted in the seismic structure modelsdiscussed above.Most of themodelsdepict theMoho
asa nearly horizontal velocity discontinuity, a few depict it asa seaward rising discontinuity and even fewer
depict it asa seaward dropping discontinuity (Table 2).

We construct four versionsof the intersection. Option XY-A depicts a geographical location (i.e., latitude
and longitude) of the FMCobtained from map viewsof the published profiles (supporting information,
Figure S1). Option Z-A depicts the depths obtained from the profiles, but shifted asneeded to where
those depths intersect the McCrory et al. [2012] slab model (Figure S2). Option XY-H (Figure S3) and (4)
Option Z-H (Figure S4) employ horizontal datumsonly. For these versions, we extrapolate a horizontal
Moho for datums that have been depicted as rising or dropping—from where the datumsare well
imaged in the fore-arc region—and combine these locationswith those which had been depicted ashori-
zontal originally.

Given the uncertainties in estimating depths for lower crustal reflectorsand refractors, the vertical blurring
of tomographic structures, and the inherent low resolution of Vsperturbations, we favor published geo-
graphic locationsover Moho depthsdepicted in the profiles. Even so, the geographic location of the FMC
comeswith significant uncertainty. For example, Parsonset al. [2005] considered their 3-D velocity model to
have lateral uncertaintiesof 6 15–20 km at a depth (22 km) considerably shallower than theMoho.Given
the lack of robust constraintson theMoho geometry near the corner, we also favor using horizontal
datums—extrapolated and original—for Moho depth (Option H) as this option offers a consistent data set.

Using the geographical (Option XY-A) method,we construct an intersection that ranges from 35 to 45 km
deep (Figure 3a). For this version, the intersection isabout 40 km deep beneath Vancouver Island, 45 km
beneath Strait of Georgia and Puget Sound, and 40 km again beneath southern Washington into central
Oregon. Sincemost dipping datumsdepict a seaward dropping Moho (Table 2), restricting the data set to
horizontal Moho data points (Option XY-H) yieldsa slightly tighter and shallower range, from 38 to 42 km
deep, shifting the FMCabout 25 km westward relative to the deeper datum (Figure 3a).

Using the depth (Option Z-A) method yieldsan intersection about 38 km deep in the north, 43 km beneath
Puget Sound, then abruptly rising to 30 km from southern Washington into central Oregon (Figure 3b).
Using only horizontal Moho data points (Option Z-H), again yieldsa slightly tighter and shallower range,
about 35 km deep beneath southern Vancouver Island, 40 km beneath theOlympic Peninsula, and 35 km

Figure 4. Continued
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again beneath central Oregon (Figure 3b). In summary, under southern Vancouver Island and Washington,
the intersection—asdefined by horizontal datums (Option H)—isabout 5 km shallower than an intersection
defined by dipping datums (Option A) for both the XYand Zmethods.

Figure 5. (a) Generalized map showing tectonic setting of Nankai and Japan profiles. Slab contours in 20 km increments from Hayeset al.
[2012] with contoursdown to 100 km colored for clarity; tectonic boundaries from Bird [2003] with dashed blue linesdenoting subduction
boundaries; tremor from Shelly et al. [2006] denoted in green pattern. Red star marks epicenter of 2011 Tohoku earthquake.Heavy black
linesdenote location of profilesshown in Figures5b and 5c. (b) Generalized profile across the Nankai subduction zone (modified from pro-
file A of Shelly et al. [2006]) showing location of thermally inferred locked zones, tremor band (note, tremor depthsnot constrained), and
fore-arc Moho. Philippine Sea slab crust denoted by thick gray line; inverted blue trianglesmark coastlines for the islandsof Honshu and
Shikoku. (See Figure 4b for description of other symbols.) (c) Generalized profile across the Japan subduction zone in vicinity of 2011
Tohoku earthquake (modified from profile c-c’ of Yamamoto et al. [2011]) showing location of thermally inferred locked zones, dry fore-arc
mantle wedge, and fore-arc Moho. Pacific slab crust denoted by thick gray line; hypocentersdenoted by black dots; red star markspro-
jected location of Tohoku hypocenter; other symbolsas in Nankai profile. (See Table 1 for sourcesof variousparameters for both profiles.)
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Finally,we derive a ‘‘best estimate’’ curve for the location of the FMCfrom asynthesisof these four permuta-
tions.The better constrained depths (Table 2) indicate an intersection 36–38 km deep beneath southern Van-
couver Island, 41–43 km deep beneath Washington, and 35–40 km deep beneath Oregon (Figure 4a). Thus
the best constrained data depict the same general pattern,with a somewhat shallower intersection beneath
Vancouver Island and northern Oregon than beneath Washington.All permutations indicate amarked west-
ward shift in the FMCsouth of about 47�N, consistent with the abrupt shift to a steeper slab dip.

Our compilation illustrates considerable scatter in depth estimates (Figures3, 4a, and S1–S4), even though
many publications incorporated much of the same velocity data in their models. Some variability can be
attributed to the velocitiesassigned to fore-arc mantle (ranging from 7.2 to 7.8 km/s; Table 2). The scatter
also reflects the difficulty in identifying theMoho discontinuity as it transitions from awell-defined disconti-
nuity near the volcanic arc [e.g., Brocher et al., 2003, Figure 2] to an often poorly resolved one near the FMC.

We plot the distribution of almost 100,000 tremor ‘‘epicenters’’ based on two yearsof data (Figures1, 3, and
4) extracted from A.Wech’sdatabase (http://www.pnsn.org/tremor; 1 January 2012–1 January 2014). These
tremor concentrate in a band which extends from northern Vancouver Island to northern California. The
detection threshold appears fairly uniform along the subduction margin based on the distribution of seis-
mograph stations recording tremor (Figure S5). Epicentral uncertainties for the tremor are less than 5 km
[Wech and Creager, 2008;Wech, 2010]. Tremor appears to be located near or somewhat above the subduc-
tion interface although depthsare not well constrained, so are not considered further.

An envelope defined by the updip and downdip extent of NVTcurves in concert with slab geometry. Enve-
lope width isnarrower where the slab dipsmore steeply and wider where the slab dips lesssteeply. All FMC

Figure 5. Continued
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data points—regardlessof plotting method—locate within the tremor envelope (Figures3 and 4a). The XY-
H intersection generally plotswithin themiddle of the envelope, implying that tremor extendsboth updip
and downdip from the FMC. The Z-H intersection generally plotsnear the updip edge of tremor, implying
that tremor is restricted to the innermost mantle wedge.

Overall uncertainty in the location of the intersection precludes resolving which correlation ismore reliable.
Nonetheless, the FMCdata provide a striking consistency with the shape of the tremor band.Where the
intersection appears to be relatively shallow—tremor overlies relatively shallow slab (Figure 4a), and con-
versely where the intersection appears to be relatively deep—tremor overlies relatively deep slab. These
observations imply that the spatial distribution of NVT isnot defined by slab depth, rather correlates to the
location of the FMC. If tremor signalshigh pore fluid pressure, then the distribution of tremor should reflect
the presence of fluidsat these depthsand perhaps the existence of permeability barriers that confine fluids
in this region. Interestingly, our best-fit curve falls along the zone of most abundant tremor within the
tremor band (Figure 4c), suggesting a concentration of high fluid pressure along the FMC.

5. Comparisons to Other Subduction Zones
TheCascadia fore-arc mantle wedge appears to be hydrated, consistent with the predicted release of geo-
fluids from oceanic crust beneath the fore-arc mantle wedge in warm subduction zones. In cool subduction
zones, wheremost geo-fluidsare released well downdip from the FMC, the innermost mantle wedge
appears to be dry. Such dry mantle wedgesare associated with the Japan and Sumatra subduction systems
[e.g., Dessa et al., 2009; Yamamoto et al., 2011] where recent great earthquakeshave ruptured past the fore-
arc Moho into themantle wedge. Thusdiscerning whether or not the innermost mantle wedge ishydrated,
or more specifically, whether stable sliding mineralsare present along the subduction fault, is key to deter-
mining whether the FMCcould control the extreme downdip limit of seismogenic slip.

5.1. Seismogenic Role of the FMCin Nankai Subduction System
TheNankai subduction zone along southwestern Japan offersawell studied analog for the Cascadia sub-
duction system since it is also characterized asawarm subduction system [Kodaira et al., 2002] (Table 1).
The subducting Philippine Sea plate archesbeneath Shikoku and bucklesbeneath the Kii Peninsula (Figure
5). The plate contains the Kyushu-Palau volcanic ridge subducting beneath Kyushu and the Izu-Bonin vol-
canic ridge subducting beneath Ise Bay. These features result in a strongly heterogeneoussubduction inter-
face which is reflected in the variability in locking depths, from 20 to 40 km, along the subduction margin
[Wallaceet al., 2012]. Juan de Fuca plate geometry is complex aswell, with a tight arch beneath northern
California and a broader arch beneath Washington plus isolated subducting seamounts [e.g., Tr�ehu et al.,
2012]. Fault locking appears to extend somewhat deeper in the arched portion beneath Washington
(Figure 1) [McCaffrey et al., 2013].

Most of the Nankai fore-arc mantle appears to contain 15–25% serpentine from the Moho down to
where the slab reaches a depth of �50 km [Seno, 2005; Xia et al., 2008; Matsubara et al., 2009].
Where the slab is strongly warped beneath eastern Shikoku–Kii Channel and Ise Bay [Hirose et al.,
2008], however, relatively low Vp/Vs values in the mantle [Matsubara et al., 2009] suggest little ser-
pentinization, raising the question of whether the deeper locked zone beneath Shikoku reflects dry
mantle conditions. Similar Vp/Vs data are not available to determine the hydration state above the
arched sections of the Juan de Fuca plate.

The Nankai fore-arc Moho, at a depth of �25–30 km (arched Shikoku segment) [e.g., Obara, 2002; Kodaira
et al., 2002], is significantly shallower than the 34–43 km depthswemap for Cascadia. Conversely, thermal
modelspredict significantly deeper temperature thresholds for the Nankai subduction interface, reaching
350�Cat a slab depth of �28 km and 450�Cat �42 km [Seno, 2005] compared to Cascadia depthsof �13
km and �27 km, respectively (Table 1). The 1944Mw8.1 Tonankai earthquake ruptured down to slab depths
of 23–25 km [Nakanishi et al., 2002], well short of the downdip end of the geodetically defined locked zone
beneath Shikoku, yet in the vicinity of both itsFMCand the 350�Cthermal front. These observationsdo not
allow us to distinguish whether the FMCor the 350�Cthreshold exerted the overriding control on rupture
depth. For Cascadia, with a shallower 350�Cthreshold and a deeper FMC, these featuresare widely sepa-
rated, potentially providing an opportunity to evaluate their relative significance.
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Cascadia and Nankai are the only subduction systemswith well documented temporal and spatial correla-
tionsbetween episodic tremor and slow slip. Nankai tremor occurswithin a 35–50 km wide zone above
slab depthsof 30–35 km (just below the downdip end of to the locked zone) from the eastern end of
Kyushu to Tokai (Figure 5), with persistent gaps in tremor activity in the vicinity of Kii Channel and Ise Bay
[Obara, 2002; Ito et al., 2007;Hiroseet al., 2008; Brown et al., 2009] where the slab appears strongly warped
[Hiroseet al., 2008] and serpentinization of the fore-arc mantle minimal [Matsubara et al., 2009]. These
depthsare similar to those observed in Cascadia,moreover, tremor beneath Shikoku is situated just down-
dip from the FMC, broadly comparable to our observations for Cascadia (Figure 4a). The abundance and
recurrence rate of tremor also vary along the Cascadia subduction margin [Holtkamp and Brudzinski, 2010],
with minor persistent gapsbeneath the ColumbiaRiver and Eugene,Oregon (Figure 4c). In contrast to Nan-
kai, themost abundant Cascadia tremor occurswhere the slab iswarped (Figure 4c).We do not know the
degree of serpentinization above the warped Juan de Fuca plate beneath northern California.

Tremor beneath Shikoku (arched segment) occurswhere thermal modelspredict aslab temperature of
4256 50�C,whereasdeeper tremor beneath theKii Peninsula (buckled segment) occurswheremodelspredict
a lower temperature of 3256 50�C[Peacock,2009].Beneath Vancouver Island, tremor occurswhereamuch
higher temperature of 5756 50�Cispredicted [Peacock,2009].Thisvariability suggeststhat tremor doesnot
mark equivalent metamorphic conditions[Hyndman andWang,1995;Peacock,2009]. In theShikoku region, for
example,FagerengandDiener [2011] suggested that temperaturesand pressuresassociated with the tremor
band correlatewith the releaseof fluidsassociated with dehydration of lawsonitewhereasin themuch warmer
Vancouver Island region, tremor correlateswith dehydration of chlorite and glaucophane.This inherent vari-
ability cautionsagainst simple extrapolationsbetween Nankai and Cascadia.Furthermore,Cascadia tremor
occurswell downdip from the locked zoneand the350�Cthreshold,unlikeNankai which doesnot exhibit a
gap between thedowndip limit of its locked zoneand theupdip limit of tremor.

For much of the Nankai subduction zone, the FMC, the 350�Cthreshold, the downdip limit of the locked
zone, and the updip limit of NVTbroadly overlap at a slab depth of �30 km (Table 1). The locked zone
beneath Shikoku asdefined byWallaceet al. [2012] may extend past theMoho intersection down to a
depth near the 450�Cthreshold, however, coseismic rupture during instrumentally recorded great earth-
quakesdid not extend past the 350�Cthreshold nor into hydrated fore-arc mantle. These observationssug-
gest the potential for coseismic rupture to extend past theMoho where the fore-arc mantle wedge isnot
serpentinized, but we have no direct evidence that this hasoccurred in the past. In summary, since the
potential constraintswe would like to evaluate, namely the FMCand the updip limit of NVT, occur at com-
parable depths to thermal and geodetic constraints, Nankai provides little insight into whether either fea-
ture might control of the downdip limit of coseismic rupture.

5.2. Seismogenic Role of FMCDuring the 2011 Mw9.0 Tohoku-Oki Earthquake
The Japan subduction zone off northern Honshu and Hokkaido is characterized asa cool subduction system
[Nakanishi et al., 1989] (Table 1). The Pacific plate isbroadly buckled at its northern end beneath Hokkaido
[Hayeset al., 2012] where the subduction zone changesorientation to become the Kuril-Kamchatka subduc-
tion system (Figure 5). Seamountssubducting offshore from Ibaraki Prefecture, result in a somewhat hetero-
geneoussubduction interface [Mochizuki et al., 2008].

The 2011Mw9.0 Tohoku earthquake ruptured the central portion of the Japan subduction zone, adjacent
to the Fukushima,Miyagi, and Iwate prefectures [Romano et al., 2012], from near the trench down to where
the Pacific slab is60–70 km deep beneath the coastline [Romano et al., 2012]. Geodetic observations sug-
gest strong locking on the subduction interface adjacent to theMiyagi (central segment) and Aomori
(northern segment) prefectures [Suwa et al., 2006; Yamamoto et al., 2011] down to 60–70 km,well below
the Japan FMCat a depth of � 20 km, [e.g., Takahashi et al., 2000; Hino et al., 2000; Ito et al., 2005]. The
strongly locked regionsare characterized by dry, stagnant mantle (i.e., isolated from convective flow) down
to a slab depth of �60 km based on heat flow valuesand detailed 3-D seismic tomography [Yamamoto
et al., 2011]. In fact, the 2011 hypocenter and maximum fault slip occurred off the Oshika-hanto Peninsula
(near Sendai), where high Vp (8.0 km/s) implies little serpentinization of themantle situated between the
FMCand the coastline. Rather than the FMCproviding a limit to coseismic rupture, the limit coincideswith
the intersection between the slab and a velocity discontinuity in the fore-arc mantle wedge that appears to
mark the updip limit to corner flow of hydrated mantle [Yamamoto et al., 2011].
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Instrumentally recorded earthquakeson the Japan subduction fault much smaller than the Tohoku event
have also ruptured past the FMC.The 1994Mw 7.7 Sanriku-Oki earthquake offshore northernmost Honshu
ruptured down to a slab depth of �50 km,with maximum fault slip (� 5m) occurring deeper than the FMC
[Hino et al., 2000]. Similarly, 1978Mw 7.5Miyagi-Oki subduction earthquake offshore northern Honshu rup-
tured down to adepth of �60 km [Seno, 2005]. Thermal modelspredict that the Pacific plate crust reachesa

Figure 6. (a) Generalized map showing tectonic setting of the Sumatraprofile. Slab contours in 20 km increments from Hayeset al. [2012] with contoursdown to 100 km colored for clarity;
tectonic boundaries from Bird [2003] with dashed blue line denoting subduction boundaries.Red star marksepicenter of 2004Andaman-Sumatraearthquake.Heavy black line denotes loca-
tion of profile shown in Figure 6b. (b) Generalized profile acrossnorthern Sumatra subduction zone in vicinity of Andaman-Sumatraearthquake (modified from Klingelhoefer et al. [2010, Fig-
ure 9]) showing location of thermally inferred locked zonesand fore-arcMoho. Indo-Australian slab crust denoted by thick gray line; red star markshypocenter of 2004 Andaman-Sumatra
earthquake. Inverted blue trianglesmark coastlines for the islandsof Simeulue and Sumatra. (SeeFigure 4b for description of other symbols. See Table 1 for sourcesof variousparameters.)
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temperature of 350�Cat about 63 km depth, and 450�Cat about 78 km depth [Peacock, 2003], both well
below the fore-arcMoho (Table 1). Thus, the downdip rupture extent for these earthquakes is consistent with
a geodetic constraint, a 350�Cthermal constraint, and ahydrated mantle constraint, but not a FMCconstraint.

In summary, high resolution seismic tomography in the vicinity of the Tohoku earthquake [Yamamoto et al.,
2011] providesevidence that hydration state of the fore-arcmantle wedgemay play a significant role in lim-
iting both the extent of coseismic rupture aswell as the amount of slip. Since the depthsof the geodetic
and thermal constraintsbroadly overlap with the shift from relatively dry to wet mantle conditions, we are
unable to isolate their roles in controlling downdip rupture.

5.3. Seismogenic Role of the FMCDuring the 2004 Mw9.1 Sumatra-Andaman Earthquake
The Sumatran subduction zone ischaracterized asa cool subduction system with the subducting Indo-
Australian plate ranging in age from 45 to 60Maat the trench [Dessa et al., 2009]. The Indo-Australian plate
isbroadly arched near the northern tip of Sumatra (Figure 6) [Hayeset al., 2012], and containsa volcanic
ridge that is subducting beneath Simeulue Island [Klingelhoefer et al., 2010]. The Andaman Islands to the
north have sparseGPSdata, so little is known about the spatial extent of the locked zone in the vicinity of
the 2004Mw 9.1 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake from geodetic observations. Thermal modeling predicts
that the seismogenic zone extendsdown to a slab depth of �40 km [Hippchen and Hyndman, 2008;Klingel-
hoefer et al., 2010]. Immediately to the south, in the Simeulue Island region, the locked zone extendsdown
to a slab depth of �50 km [Prawirodirdjo et al., 1997;McCaffery, 2009] based on limited GPSobservations.
Currently neither the seismograph network nor the GPSnetwork are sufficient to detect whether or not
NVTor SSE, respectively, occur along the Sumatra subduction margin.

The Sumatra FMCisquite shallow,�21 to 25 km deep (curving downward as it approaches the slab) [Dessa
et al., 2009; Klingelhoefer et al., 2010]. Thermal modeling predictsa temperature of 350�Cat a slab depth of
�37 km and 450�Cat �57 km [Hippchen and Hyndman, 2008; Klingelhoefer et al., 2010], both much deeper
than the FMC(Table 1). The 2004Mw 9.1 earthquake ruptured from Simeulue Island �1500 km northward
past the Andaman Islands [McCaffrey, 2009]. Rupture initiated at a depth of 326 3 km [Dessa et al., 2009],
well below the inferred FMC, yet near the 350�Cthreshold [Klingelhoefer et al., 2010].

A tomographic velocity model in the vicinity of the 2004Mw9.1 hypocenter, based on a 2006 active source
experiment, yielded aVp of 8.0 km/s for themantle wedge down to a slab depth of at least 30 km
(deepest extent of velocity model), implying little serpentinization of the innermost mantle wedge [Klingel-
hoefer et al., 2010]. Thus, the 2004 earthquake appears to provide another example of great earthquake rup-
ture extending past the fore-arc Moho in subduction settingswhere the innermost mantle wedge isnot
significantly hydrated. The 2005Mw8.6 Nias-Simeulue earthquake to the south also ruptured past the fore-
arc Moho and the geodetically inferred locked zone [Briggset al., 2006;McCaffrey, 2009].

In summary, comparison of Nankai, Japan, and Sumatra subduction systemswith the Cascadia subduction
zone emphasizes the importance of plate age or more specifically, its thermal state, in controlling the down-
dip extent of coseismic rupture by modulating the depth of brittle-to-ductile mineral transformationsand
the depth of mineral dehydration processes.Of course, dehydration of oceanic crust can only occur if it
became hydrated while it transits from the spreading ridge to the trench.Owing to the extreme young age
of the Juan de Fuca plate and the existence highly fractured propagator wakeswithin the plate, some stud-
iespredict considerable variability in its hydration state [e.g., Nedimović et al., 2009;Cozzensand Spinelli,
2012], in apparent contradiction to evidence for widespread hydrated mantle discussed above. For subduc-
tion zoneswhere fore-arc mantle hydration occurswell downdip from the FMC,we are able to ascertain the
importance of hydration—or more specifically the presence of stable sliding mineralsalong the subduction
interface—in limiting coseismic rupture. The generally accepted correlation between high fluid pore pres-
suresand tremor occurrence underscore the importance of elucidating both thermal state and hydration
state of a subduction system when evaluating coseismic rupture limits.

6. Implications for Mode of Slip in the Cascadia Gap Zone
Available evidence from subduction zones in Japan and Indonesia underlines the importance of mantle
hydration in limiting downdip coseismic rupture and the degree to which hydration state can vary within
systemsbased on the temperature (i.e., age) and geometry of the incoming oceanic plate. Thisvariability,
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along with permeability conditions, results in significant heterogeneity with respect to frictional properties
along the subduction fault by perturbing pore fluid pressures, the depth of brittle-to-ductile mineral transi-
tions, and the presence or absence of stable sliding minerals.

For Cascadia, the release of geo-fluidsderived from dehydration of oceanic crust isexpected to occur
beneath both fore-arc crust and mantle based on thermal and rheologic models [e.g., Peacock, 2009]. Heat
flow observations from southern Vancouver Island suggest that themantle wedge above a slab depth of 50
km is stagnant [Peacock, 2009]. A weak Moho signature beneath Washington and southern British Columbia
suggestswidespread serpentinized fore-arc mantle [Bostock et al., 2002; Brocher et al., 2003]. High Poisson’s
ratios in the fore-arc mantle beneath southern Vancouver Island (�0.28) [Ramachandran and Hyndman,
2012] also support an interpretation of significant serpentinization. Neither Vp/Vsnor Poisson’s ratio values,
however, are available to extend this interpretation further south along the Cascadiamargin. Nonetheless,
we infer hydrated conditionsbased on the similarity in seismic velocity structuresalong themargin which
denote anomalously low mantle velocities [e.g., Brocher et al., 2003], and thereby assume great earthquakes
will not rupture past the FMC.

Unlike Nankai, Japan, and Sumatra, the Cascadia FMCis located much deeper than the downdip limit of the
geodetically inferred locked zone and the 350�Cthreshold (Table 1). So we turn to the question of how
plate convergence is accommodated in the �70 km wide gap between the downdip end of the locked
zone at a slab depth of � 20–25 km and the FMCat �38–42 km, or more narrowly, the �50 km wide gap
between the downdip edge of the locked zone and the updip edge of the tremor band at �35 km depth.
We cannot yet ascertain the favored modesof slip within this gap zone.Nor have we fully documented the
favored modesof slip in the ETSzone. Ten yearsof GPSobservationssuggest that SSEaccount for up to
65%of relative plate motion on the subduction interface at a slab depth of �35 km [Schmidt and Gao,
2010]. The remaining plate motion is likely accommodated by currently undetected aseismic slip between
SSE, aseismic slip following coseismic rupture, or both.

If a currently undetected slip deficit extends into the gap zone, it would represent a potentially damaging
source of ground shaking relatively close to major population centers. Seismic hazard assessments currently
model this gap zone asweakly seismogenic and the tremor zone as freely slipping [e.g., Petersen et al.,
2008]. Other modesof slip behavior, however,might reasonably be expected.We suggest four end
members for seismogenic behavior within the gap. The first two have implications for hazard estimatesby
potentially affecting the probability of great earthquake occurrence; the last one hasmajor implications for
coseismic hazard.

1. The gap region creepscontinuously. Thisend member would require that slip is currently not well
resolved by geodetic observations, and that no detectable tremor accompaniescreep. This case would tend
to damp the influence of deep SSEin promoting great earthquakes.

2. The gap region is currently locked, but slips in slow eventswith long, as yet unobserved, recurrence times
or will slip as the currently detected deeper SSEmove progressively updip with time. Aswith option (1), this
end member would require that current estimatesof locking depth are not resolving the behavior in this
region (in this case not resolving a lack of slip). Any future slip in the gap (occurring either eventually or epi-
sodically) would increase the probability of great earthquake occurrence.

3. The gap region slipsasafter-slip or during aftershocks following a great earthquake. Thisend member
implies that the geodetic estimatesof locking depth are adequate, and hasno implications for great earth-
quake occurrence.

4. The gap region is currently locked, and slips coseismically during great earthquake ruptures. Thisend
member is currently evaluated in seismic hazard assessments [e.g., Petersen et al., 2008] and would signifi-
cantly increase the coseismic hazard of great earthquakesby increasing rupture area beyond geodetic and
thermal rupture models.

7. Summary
We examine the FMCand the updip limit of ETSaspossible controls on downdip rupture limit for great
earthquakeson the Cascadia subduction fault. Both of these featuresare situated downdip from the rupture
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limit predicted by geodetic and thermal models, leaving a gap up to 70 km wide where themode of slip
remainsunresolved. Nonetheless, we can reasonably assume that the FMCand ETSserve as the extreme
lower boundson rupture during great earthquakes, based on seismic velocity evidence that the fore-arc
mantle wedge is significantly serpentinized. Resolving possible heterogeneity in the degree of serpentiniza-
tion along the Cascadia subduction margin will require comprehensive, higher resolution 3-D seismic veloc-
ity and thermal models than are currently available. In the interim, the presence of tremor provides indirect
evidence of hydrated conditions.

Our analysis suggests that the fore-arc Moho corner is shallower along the northern Cascadia segment
beneath southern Vancouver Island (36–38 km) and the central segment beneath Oregon (35–40 km), than
along the intervening segment beneath Washington (41–43 km).We lack the data needed to determine
Moho depth for the southern Cascadia segment beneath northern California.Owing to the difficulty in
accurately determining Moho depthswhere there isweak seismic velocity contrast between fore-arc lower
crust and mantle, this variation in depth requiresadditional data and a uniform modeling approach for
confirmation.

As in Nankai, the distribution of Cascadia tremor correlateswith the fore-arc mantle corner. This relationship
may be fortuitous, if geo-fluids that we assume promote tremor are coincidentally released from Juan de
Fuca crust near themantle corner. The detection of tremor well updip from the FMCin other warm subduc-
tion settingssuch asCentral America cautionsagainst prematurely interpreting a causal relationship. Addi-
tional heat flow and seismic velocity studies that allow inferencesabout dehydration/hydration processes
and pathwaysand barriers for geo-fluidsare needed to better delineate the extreme downdip limit of seis-
mogenic rupture.Meanwhile, the range in character among subduction zonesaround the Pacific Rim offers
natural laboratories for deducing key parametersand isolating their role in limiting downdip rupture during
great earthquakes.
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